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Our latest report is 
published today

Builds on The King’s Fund growing 
body of work on social care and 
health services and our learning 
network with My Home Life

Looks at real life experience of how 
people develop enhanced health 
projects with care homes.
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Every area should develop EHCH

We spoke to 15 areas – all different and at different stages. They were areas 
who had made progress and were willing to share – not representative

There is national guidance available and almost all areas had made progress 
on it without exceptional circumstances of extra money or long-standing 
partnerships. This suggests all areas can develop EHCH.

Embedding new ways of working together is an on-going process but 
nonetheless results can start to be seen within a few months. This suggests 
reason to be ambitious rather than cautious.
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‘Care Homes, Health, Housing and Social Care’
– learning network 

 2017 – first  King’s Fund / My Home Life learning network : ‘Care Homes, 
Health, Housing and Social Care’

 4 workshops across 9 months

 6 communities (teams) of 6-8 participants each 

 participants from the public sector (CCG’s, social care, LA’s, NHS – GP’s, 
ambulance personnel, senior nurses..)…and the private sector including care 
home managers

 acute sector not represented – or residents and their carers

 learning within teams / learning across teams

 ‘team work’ on EHCH projects
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Implementing EHCH - an emerging example of  
system leadership at local levels?
 no ‘top of the tree super leader’

 no ‘ across a whole Sustainability and Transformation’ patch approach

 leadership barely discussed – if at all

 collaborate, collegiate, cross-organisational, complimenatary

 working with those known to them / not yet known to them

 time / space 

 commitment (a coalition of the willing)

 dynamics and ‘status’ issues not apparent un-showy ‘joined up working’ 
around a common cause – across notorious fracture lines

 system leadership in action – without specifically intending to
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Learning from experience: what works?

Some common themes:

• Training (but only focused on care home staff!)

• Balance of responsive approach, and system-wide objectives

• Regular (joint) assessment and forward planning

• Regular (joint) engagement, reviews, reflection

• Alignment of objectives at service and system levels

• Provider forums, workshops and steering groups (with a practical focus)

• Formative evaluation

• Keep at it!
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Learning from experience: challenges?

As approaches mature and extend:

• Need to model partnership working right from the start

• Word spreads making it easier to involve more care homes, but don’t 
assume the same will just happen for GPs or hospitals

• Especially in the NHS, old ways of working are likely to reappear from time 
to time

• Need to consider ‘enablers’ (currently focus is largely on relationships and 
care processes)

• Each area needs to develop their own approach to assessing impact, level 
of funding and return on investment. Having an impact on well-being and 
quality of life is the key motivation, but is particularly hard to measure.
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Some wider reflections

A key issue is removing inequalities of access to health care. We need better 
clarity about what health care should be provided, and about using public 
funds to support staff, IT, etc in independent providers. This will involve a 
more equal relationship between health and social care services.

EHCH is not just about quality improvement within care homes, it’s part of the 
broader move towards more integrated health and care. Care providers need 
to be included in local cross-sector plans.

We need to get better at measuring impact on quality of life – not just 
reducing demands on the NHS. Residents should be involved in defining what 
good co-ordination of their health and care services looks like.

Negotiating diverse organisations and power relationships makes strong 
demands of leaders at all levels. It is important to value and support them.
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Thank you

Alex Baylis
@_abaylis

A.Baylis@kingsfund.org.uk
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@PerksBaker
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